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1: Sand Dune Conservation, Management And Restoration (coastal Research Library) Download
This book deals with the development of temperate coastal sand dunes and the way these have been influenced by
human activity. The different states in which the habitat exists both for the beach/foredune and inland dune are reviewed
against the pressures exerted upon them.

Sand dunes are landforms that develop where there is an adequate supply of sand and where prevailing winds
are strong enough for sand movement to occur ref. They represent a dynamic spatial transition between
terrestrial and marine ecosystems and occur worldwide from the tropics to circumpolar regions ref. Sand
dunes are naturally dynamic environments which are constantly changing in extent and form due to
fluctuations in natural environmental forcing factors, such as winds, waves and tides ref. Further to
minimizing disturbances, common on-site approaches include implementing physical barriers that trap sand,
mechanically stabilizing dune ridges, and planting schemes using species adapted to the ecosystem to
biologically fix or reforest the dune ridge ref. More details on the broader range of issues that can affect
success are presented on this page. Dune and beach conservation and restoration as an EBA measure Dunes
and beaches are widely seen as a buffer between the land and sea and as providing important coastal
protection and tourism opportunities. A range of conservation and restoration approaches have been developed
to support these functions including fencing of dune habitats and supporting the reestablishment of stabilizing
vegetation , although few projects so far have had a focus on adaptation. As beach nourishment can involve
artificially building up sand on the shoreline, it can be seen as a more structural or hybrid adaptation approach.
Dunes provide coastal protection Beaches and sand dunes can provide a barrier between the land and the sea.
The porous structure of dunes absorb and dissipate wave energy and provide additional material which
re-enters the marine transport system and forms a new beach profile after erosion events ref. Dunes provide
coastal protection by acting as a buffer from waves and storm surges, preventing storm waters from flooding
low interior areas, as well as providing a reservoir of sand to nourish eroding beaches during storms ref.
Indeed, a mature dune system can eventually experience severe episodes of erosion during storm events, but if
the sedimentary budget is at equilibrium, the sand will gradually be renewed or stored in an offshore bar,
reducing future shoreline erosion. On an eroding coast, however, a stabilized dune will slow but not prevent
shore erosion ref. The wider and higher the dunes are between populated areas targeted for protection and the
sea, the greater the level of natural erosion protection, in the form of buffering capacity, is provided ref. Dunes
and beaches can support tourism Beaches are an important tourist attraction, but they are also likely to be
under increased pressure as the climate changes and sea levels rise. Maintaining beaches and related dune
systems can therefore increase the resilience of tourism, and the livelihoods that depend on it, to climate
change. Additional benefits There may be benefits for biodiversity Sand dunes represent unique and in some
ways harsh environments for plant and animal life, and so the species associated with them tend to be
specialised in nature and localised in distribution. Conserving dune habitat is therefore important for this
specialist flora and fauna ref. Sand dunes contribute to water regulation and purification Sand dunes play an
important role in water regulation and purification, as coastal dune aquifers are an important source of water
extraction ref. Key issues that can affect success Anthropogenic pressures In recent centuries and decades,
beaches and sand dunes have been significantly damaged by human actions and as a result are in decline,
mainly due to coastal development and tourism recreation ref. Coastal urbanization, for example, has in some
cases destroyed dune systems, significantly reducing their capacity to supply sand during times of severe
erosion, thereby increasing erosion risk. Additionally, dredging offshore can change beach profiles and so
increase beach erosion. Managing these local, human-induced pressures is key to ensuring the success of dune
conservation and restoration as an EBA measure. The more space available between the sea and
human-populated areas, the higher the efficiency of the system. This however may be challenging in highly
populated coastal areas, and conflicts of interest may arise, especially if coastal sand dune restoration takes
place in areas primarily used for residential or tourism purposes ref. On the ground dune stabilization
implementation Over the years, several measures have been applied to restore and stabilize dune systems and
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preserve their capacity to prevent coastal erosion and flooding. Vegetation planting techniques have
commonly been used as a way to trap and stabilize sand blown from the beach, emulating the way coastal
dunes are naturally created and maintained ref. The plant species selected should originally be native to the
region and be adapted to the harsh conditions present in dune environments. Transplantation in the growing
season has been identified as a suitable approach ref. Semi-permeable physical structures such as wooden
fences or nets have been effectively installed to reduce wind speed across the sand surface and increase sand
deposition ref. Alternatively, natural materials such as brushwood or mulch can be directly placed onto the
sand to increase surface roughness and provide a physical barrier to the wind ref. However, since dunes
formed by sand trapping devices may become unstable and highly vulnerable to changing wind conditions, it
is common practice to further stabilize them with vegetation ref , which further increases surface roughness so
that more wind-carried sand will be trapped. Local community involvement Although to some extent dune
management requires specialised knowledge and equipment, many aspects of dune conservation and
restoration can be implemented at the community level e. The success of the community-led approach for
vegetation planting has had varying success and is dependent on local commitment ref , therefore local
awareness raising campaigns may assist in promoting local efforts to protect dunes ref. Creating policy
measures which enhance the awareness, capacity and engagement across relevant stakeholders will support
effective EBA outcomes; for more information on the importance of policy measures in adaptation, click here.
Beach nourishment Although depositing sediments onto beaches can help maintain their presence in the face
of erosion, it can also cause a number of negative environmental effects. Negative impacts include direct
burial of animals and organisms residing on the beach, lethal or damaging doses of water turbidity cloudiness
caused by suspended sediments and altered sediment compositions. As a result, projects must be designed
with an understanding of, and concern for, the potential adverse consequences for the environment. Beach
nourishment is also not a permanent solution; where it is being undertaken to compensate for net erosion of a
beach it will provide a buffer to the erosion but not prevent the new sediment also being eroded. Additionally,
if sediment is supplied by off shore dredging it can alter the profile of the seabed impacting waves and
currents, as well as negatively impacting on the ecosystem being dredged. Useful resources and materials
Linham and Nicholls. A guidebook providing an overview of thirteen adaptation technologies that reduce
impacts of coastal erosion and flooding as a result of climate change. It features a section on dune
rehabilitation, including advantages and disadvantages of dune rehabilitation, costs and financial requirements,
institutional and organizational requirements, and barriers to and opportunities for implementation.
Technologies for Climate Change Adaptation: Coastal Erosion and Flooding. An adaptation guidebook
outlining approaches on the process for planning and implementing adaptation measures in coastal areas.
Adapting to Coastal Climate Change: A Guidebook for Development Planners. Includes a fact sheet with
detailed information on restoring dunes, including coastal dune ridge level raising, mechanical stabilizing of
the dune ridge and biologically fixing or reforesting the dune ridge. Guide on adaptation options in coastal
areas for local decision-makers: Guidance for decision-making to cope with coastal changes in West Africa.
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2: European Sand Dune Distribution - Coastal Wiki
Sand Dune Conservation, Management and Restoration (Coastal Research Library) [J. Patrick Doody] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book deals with the development of temperate
coastal sand dunes and the way these have been influenced by human activity.

Typical vegetation includes Ammophila arenaria , Honckenya peploides , Cakile maritima , and Spartina
coarctata. Vegetation typical of the plain and backdune include Hudsonia tomentosa, Spartina patens , Iva
imbricata, and Eregeron glaucus. Introduced species can out compete native plants and disrupt animal life,
making them formally "invasive species". After they have rooted and developed fully, a second stage, the "
shrub stage", can begin. During this phase, larger plants with deeper root systems can be planted. Examples
are Empetrum nigrum , Ilex vomitoria , and Vaccinium ovatum. The shrub stage is usually the final phase and
may last for short or long periods of time depending on microclimatic conditions such as distance from the
shoreline , availability of groundwater , or salt spray effects.. Gaining agreement among all owners
complicates the process of stabilizing the dunes. Without agreement, some parts of the dune may go
unplanted, while others host visually appealing plants that do little to stabilize the dune. Inconsistent
vegetation, known as a fragmented or decoupled gradient, can create weak points in the dune that limit its
effectiveness against floods and even its continued existence. Spencer Park restoration Figure 2: Fencing at
Spencer Park Figure 3: They are made up of continuous, hummocky hills of sand that are held together by
specially adapted sand dune vegetation. These plants have adaptations that allow them to survive in sand dune
habitats , these include adaptations to a moving substrate which covers and uncovers its roots, adaptation to
desiccation , to strong winds carrying salt and sand and to wildly changing temperatures. Sand dunes serve an
important purpose by protecting inland areas from coastal water intrusion. They are able to absorb the impact
and protect inland areas from high energy storms and act as a resilient barrier to the destructive forces of wind
and waves. It is also understood that coastal dunes need to have limited interaction with humans in order for
their protection and survival. Minor effects include pedestrian trampling, constructing footpaths, and off-road
vehicle tracks, to the highly more significant which includes the construction of roads, car parks, houses, and
the use of sand dunes for ground water extraction, the conversion of sand dunes to land for farming , forestry ,
waste disposal and sand dune mining. Loss in vegetation cover exposes sand to the action of wind and leaves
sand dunes vulnerable to increased erosion as it is vegetation that binds sand together. As well as human
activities, natural processes operate within coastal dune environments, these processes include events such as
storms , floods , sea level change , and sediment supply changes. Coastal dune systems are mainly controlled
by a principle natural process called the sediment supply and transport system. This system consists of an
offshore zone sediment bank , transit zone beach and active foredune and a resting zone stable sand dunes.
The sediment in this system is supplied by long shore drift predominantly from rivers and from the erosion of
cliffs, headlands, other dune systems and when sediment supply is low sand dunes are subject to erosion. They
also disrupt the long shore transport of sediment through the construction of piers , marinas or groynes ,
breakwaters and other hard structures. Excavating, building roads, houses and walkways on coastal dunes or
beaches also causes sand dune erosion by disrupting natural sediment processes. Because of this, management
of sand dunes will focus on the natural authenticity and values of the dunes themselves including flora , fauna
, and the ecosystem as a whole. The concept of integrated management can be incorporated into management
of coastal sand dunes. This concept is made up of three main aspects: Sand dune management issues are
related to the nature of sediment, which has no cohesiveness so the influence of wind and sediment supply is
an important factor in determining erosion and deposition of dry sand grains. The use of soft techniques can be
seen in many coastal protection projects around the world including many in New Zealand. It is advised that
dunes should not be restored with the planting of exotic species and managers should aim to only use species
indigenous to an area, [9] originally New Zealand used exotic, fast growing dune vegetation called marram
grass to stabilize eroding sand dunes. It also became apparent that the native New Zealand dune vegetation
was out-competed by this introduced species which caused issues biologically. At present, there is a large push
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to eradicate marram grass as it is now classed as a pest species in New Zealand, and coastal managers
encourage the planting of the two indigenous species, pingao Desmoschoenus spiralis and spinifex Spinifex
sericeus as these two species create low angle, strong, stable dunes. Merely scattering and leaving seeds over
sandy areas is perceived as a potential waste as strong winds can blow seeds away. Planting of nurseries
should be conducted in the hollows of any present sand hills or in depressions of sandy areas. Seeds should be
planted in moist conditions and should be lightly covered by a layer of sand and large mature grass individuals
should be planted in deep holes with the tops of the plants cut short so as to reduce wind resistance. Seedlings
need to be protected from human trampling, which is done mainly by fencing off newly planted areas. Fencing
also acts as another way of trapping and accumulating sand among the dunes and can also act as protection
against strong winds. It shows that fencing protects plants from trampling and figure three shows how small
fencing using chicken wire can encourage plants to grow. In addition to erecting fences to protect sand dune
vegetation, the establishment of walkways will protect developed sand dunes from degrading again over time.
These walkways provide access to beaches for the public that does not require pedestrians to cross the dunes
themselves thus preventing damage. The walkway itself is built to go over the sand dunes as opposed to
straight through them, in order to maintain the continuity and strength of the dunes. This is important because
not all aspects of sand dune management are obvious or important to the public if they do not understand why
management is necessary e. There are many ways in which information can be provided to the public
including the erection of panels at entrances to dune walkways, leaflets, brochures, maps and council workers
who can talk to the public about the importance of protecting sand dunes. The public needs to be aware of the
role that sand dunes play in coastal protection, because without public support, coastal sand dune management
is virtually impossible.
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3: Dune and beach conservation and restoration | Coastal Ecosystem-Based Adaptation
Options for management are considered and the likely consequences of taking a particular course of action highlighted.
These options include traditional approaches to the conservation and management of wildlife and landscapes as well as
habitat restoration.

You are in Camber Sands Camber dunes information The sand dunes at Camber are a popular educational
resource for students researching coastal, recreational and conservation issues. Camber Sands Location and
ownership Camber Sands is situated towards the eastern end of the East Sussex coast and is the only sand
dune system in East Sussex. Camber village lies behind the dunes towards the eastern end. East Sussex
County Council owns the sand dunes towards the eastern end, covering about 53 acres. Rye Golf Club owns
the western end, up to the harbour arm. Rother District Council owns and manages the car parks and beach
areas next to the dunes. Geomorphology Dune systems are formed by a complex interaction between geology,
tide, sun, wind and vegetation. Sand, produced by the grinding action of the waves or from material brought
down by river systems, is deposited along the coast. When the tide goes out almost 1km at Camber the sand is
dried by the sun and wind, and blown inland by the prevailing south-westerly wind. This process is called
saltation. When the sand meets an obstruction, eg vegetation and the wind speed drops, the sand is deposited
and forms dunes. The dunes can be divided into three distinct zones: Camber is an accreting dune system,
which means the dunes are gradually getting bigger. Camber is part of the Dungeness cuspate foreland, a
triangular mass of shingle formed after the last ice age. The dunes have formed within the last years and are
now restricted by urban development. The dune system is wedge-shaped, 1km wide in the West tapering to 10
metres wide in the East, after a distance of 3km. Wildlife The sand dunes contain locally and nationally
important animal and plant communities. The plants found on the dunes are an important habitat for moths.
Many scarce species have been recorded at Camber Sands, including: The dunes are an important site for
wintering birds. The following species have all been spotted: Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus.
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4: Livestock grazing helps coastal sand dunes - Conservation News - Conservation Maven
Learning from the past and looking to the future, it proposes a more dynamic approach for sustainable management and
restoration for sand dune conservation.

They develop wherever there is a suitable supply of sediment moved onshore by the tide to form a beach.
Where this dries, the wind blows the sediment inland to form accumulations a few centimetres to 40m or more
thick. The type of sand dune landscape existing today is the product of a long history of a response to natural
forces and human modification. Habitat distribution In the north and west, a wet climate coupled with their
use for grazing stock including rabbits has helped create rich grasslands and heathlands. In many areas,
overgrazing and misuse caused erosion resulting in blowing sand overwhelming villages and farms. Large
areas were planted with exotic species, including a number of pine species in order to combat this. Open
dynamic dune landscapes are today relatively restricted. The figure shows the approximate location of the
main areas of sand dunes in the regions described. Links are provided to individual country descriptions,
which identify the major sand dune sites, their nature conservation significance and the factors affecting this.
These include information on Protected Areas where available. Note that for the protected areas the inventory
mostly relies on local information provided by the original contacts. An acknowledgement is made of new
information. An indicative map showing the main areas with sand dune bordering the coastline of Europe.
Redrawn from Doody [4]. J Pat Doody In the Mediterranean, recreational pressures have caused the
destruction of dunes with the construction of mass tourist facilities. In the process, they have obliterated many
of the natural landscapes that attracted the visitor in the first place. The absence of sedimentary material for
the development of sand dunes mean that there are a relatively large number of small sites, many of which are
associated with embayments. Exceptionally on west facing coasts, where the prevailing westerly winds
reinforce the dominant winds, large hindshore systems have developed. The way these influences effect the
distribution and size of dunes is seen by reference to the situation in Great Britain. They are sometimes
interspersed with damp hollows in which rich dune slack vegetation develops. The extent and importance of
the dunes of Denmark, the Wadden coast including Germany and the Netherlands cannot be over-emphasised.
Coastal currents and the prevailing wind influence the direction and amount of transported material and hence
the orientation of the dunes along the coast. Sand bars and spits, which lie parallel to the coast Poland and
Wadden Sea are a predominant dune type. Elsewhere massive accumulations of sand are forced onshore under
the action of the prevailing wind as, for example, northern Denmark and the Netherlands. Most of the sand
dunes described for north west Europe appear to have a sequence of vegetation types which potentially
includes all the more important successional communities from strandline driftwalls to yellow and grey dune,
dune pasture, heath and scrub. In areas where beach erosion is occurring some of the early stages of
succession may be absent with the sand dune forming a cliff above the beach. In other mobile dunes may
occur in the body of the dune creating early stages of succession similar to those of the upper beach. Many
dune areas provide pasture for grazing animals and this has had a profound influence on the type of vegetation,
which develops, particularly in the North West. Here grazing helps to create species-rich calcareous dune
grassland and heathland, preventing the natural progression to scrub and woodland. Native woodlands are
scarce, although there are examples of secondary mixed scrub, broad-leaved woodland and pine forest in areas
formerly used for grazing domestic stock. Eastern and Mid Atlantic coast: The coast has a predominantly
cliffed nature and the availability of suitable sedimentary material is restricted. Hence, as with the cliffed
landscapes further north, dunes tend to be smaller and develop in sheltered embayments. Exceptions occur
near estuaries, such as the Somme in France, and extensive dunes occur here. Further south along the west
facing coasts of France and Portugal, there is greater availability of material from fluvial sources. When
combined with strong erosive action and long shore drift, large sediment transport systems develop. Both
countries have strong, prevailing westerly winds and the dunes may stretch many kilometres inland. They are
mostly parabolic in form, especially in the west. However, the dune systems can be complex, containing
different geomorphological types extending from a few metres to up to 6km inland. The sequence of
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vegetation on the mid-Atlantic coast is similar to that occurring in the north west. This typically involves the
progressive stabilisation of dune forms as sand blows inland and vegetation develops. In a number of areas,
notably on the exposed Atlantic coast sand blows up and over cliffs to create a veneer of sand over the
underlying rock. In the north of France, some of the botanically richer areas occur where dunes are composed
of calcareous sand and lie against to chalk cliffs, as at le Nord de la Baie de Canche. The park consists of
beaches, foredunes, high mobile dunes up to 30m and stabilised dunes, which enclose a major wetland.
Western Mediterranean The further south the dunes, the more the southern elements of the flora begin to
appear. Typically, in the Mediterranean open vegetation forms above the beach where Pancratium maritimum
is a common species on the beach and in the dune. Along both the Spanish and French coasts tourist
development has destroyed many of these systems, though the Camargue still retains much of its coastal
character. In Italy, many of the dunes probably originated during the thermal optimum after the last glaciation
5, years ago. They have since been broken by rivers and their subsequent development has been a product of
natural erosive forces and human development. Today dunes are present around the whole coastline but only
in a few protected areas, like the National Park of Circeo, is it possible to see natural development. Eastern
Mediterranean and Black Sea There are many places in the region where sand dunes cannot develop because
the hills or mountains outcrop as rocky shorelines near to the sea. The coast of Croatia, the southern Albania
border and many of the Greek islands are such. Throughout this area, sand dunes tend either to occupy a
narrow fringe bordering flat areas of land or exceptionally form extensive dunes up to 10m height as in
Western Peloponnesus, in Greece. In some areas, the dunes may reach a height of m. In Turkey and along the
northern shores of Albania almost all dune systems form in the immediate vicinity of rivers, sometimes as part
of big delta systems. They often form a barrier to the sea and enclose a lakes or series of lakes lagoons. Three
very distinctive types of dunes are formed; deltas, on coastal plains and in bays. The maximum height is about
50m and they have a maximum width of up to for example 4. Many different dune forms are present, e. In the
Mediterranean systems, the calcium carbonate content is very high, while siliceous sands prevail along the
Black Sea and Marmara coasts. Sand Dune Inventory of Europe. Sand Dune Inventory of Europe, 2nd Edition.
Sand Dune Conservation, Management and Restoration. Coastal Research Library, Volume 4, Springer, pages.
Coastal Conservation and Management: A Guide to the Vegetation of Britain and Europe.
5: Sand dune stabilization - Wikipedia
Although to some extent dune management requires specialised knowledge and equipment, many aspects of dune
conservation and restoration can be implemented at the community level (e.g. application of fences to stabilize bare
sand, vegetation planting and maintenance; ref).

6: Sand Dune Conservation, Management and Restoration: J Patrick Doody | NHBS Book Shop
A synthesis of current thinking New approach to sand dune conservation Links geomorphology with sand dune
vegetation management Provides a unique overview with links to many relevant information sources Framework for
further research.
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